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(54) A device for supplying superheated water

(57) A device (1) for supplying superheated water,
comprising a container (3) for containing water, and a
heating element (5) for heating water in the container to
a superheated state. During use the water in the contain-
er is superheated, by the heating element typically 120
to 140 °C. The pressure in the container is suppressing
the evaporation of the water. If this superheated water is

released from the container via a water outlet (7) for let-
ting out superheated water, it evaporates due to de-
crease of pressure when leaving the container. As a re-
sult the amount of steam generated by the device is in-
creased.�
The invention is further related to a domestic appliance
comprising a device for supplying superheated water.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

�[0001] The invention is related to a device for supplying
superheated water, comprising a container for containing
water, and a heating element for heating water in the
container to a superheated state. The invention is further
related to a domestic appliance comprising a device for
supplying superheated water.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

�[0002] A device for supplying superheated water is
known in practice. A heating element provides heat to
water present in a container, such that the water is su-
perheated, typically 120 to 140 °C. Usually while gener-
ating superheated water the container is closed; this
means that the pressure in the container is suppressing
the evaporation of the water. In practice such a device
is also referred to as a pressure cooker.
�[0003] The device for supplying superheated water
comprises the heating element having a power P1 and
the container for containing water. During operation the
heating element heats the water in the container thereby
generating superheated water and steam. Due to gravity
water is present in what is usually called the lower part
of the container and steam is present in the upper part
of the container. In known devices an opening is present
in the upper part for letting out steam. The opening is
usually provided with an electro valve to control the
amount of steam that is let out of the container. The
amount of steam available in the container depends on
the power P1. The higher the power P1, the more steam
available in the container and therefore the higher the
steam rate. In domestic appliances however, the power
P1 is limited to the power available from a power/�wall
socket. As a result the amount of steam available in the
container is limited to a certain maximum corresponding
to P1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

�[0004] It is an object of the invention to improve the
device of the kind mentioned in the opening paragraph
on order to increase the amount of steam generated by
the device.
�[0005] This object is achieved by a device for supplying
superheated water, comprising a water outlet for letting
out superheated water. The device according to the in-
vention is defined in claim 1.
�[0006] Superheating (sometimes referred to as boiling
retardation, boiling delay, or defervescence) is the phe-
nomenon in which a liquid is heated to a temperature
higher than its standard boiling point, without actually
boiling. The term superheated water refers to liquid water
under pressure between 100°C and its critical tempera-
ture, 374°C. During use the water in the container is su-

perheated, by the heating element typically to 120 - 140
°C. The pressure in the container is suppressing the
evaporation of the water. If this superheated water is re-
leased from the container via the water outlet for letting
out superheated water, it evaporates due to decrease of
pressure when leaving the container. In practice the wa-
ter outlet is at least partially below the water level during
use. Experiments have shown that using the device ac-
cording to claim 1 leads to a larger amount of steam than
usually is obtained with steam generated in the container
using power P1 and released from the container via the
opening in the upper part of the container.
�[0007] This way the object of the invention is achieved.
�[0008] Steam in this paper may be dry steam or wet
steam depending on the amount of water present.
�[0009] In a preferred embodiment of the device accord-
ing to the invention the container is provided with a water
zone and a steam zone, the water outlet being located
at least partially in the water zone.
�[0010] The water zone is the zone in the container
where during use water is present, the steam zone is the
zone in the container where during use steam is present.
�[0011] The water outlet may be a water discharge
opening in a wall of the container.
�[0012] During use the water outlet is in contact with
water present in the container.
�[0013] The water outlet opening may be present at the
-during use- bottom of the container. As water will flow
to the lowest point this is an easy way to ensure that
water in the container is present at the water outlet and,
if at superheated temperature, available for generating
steam.
�[0014] Alternatively the water outlet may be present
as an opening in a side wall of the container, preferably
near the bottom. During use the water outlet is -at least
partly-�below the water surface.
�[0015] In another alternative the device comprises a
water transfer path, such as a hose, a pipe or a tube. The
water transfer path connects an opening in the wall of
the container, a so-�called wall opening- with water
present in the water zone. In this alternative the water
outlet is an opening in the pipe or tube, whereby the water
outlet is located in the water zone. Practically it may be
that one end of the tube is hanging in the water, while
the other end is connected to the wall opening. Such a
set up may be practical in case, for instance for construc-
tion purposes, the wall opening is located close to the
top or in the top of the container, while the water is at a
level such that it is not in contact with the wall opening.
�[0016] In an embodiment according to the invention
the water outlet is connected to an evaporation space for
evaporating superheated water. The evaporation space
may for example be an evaporation chamber or a pipe.
The pipe may have an increased radius to facilitate evap-
oration of the superheated water.
�[0017] In an embodiment of the device according to
the invention, the device comprises a water inlet for letting
water into the container, the water inlet being located in
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the steam zone. The steam is the zone is in the upper or
higher part of the container during use. If the water inlet
is located in the steam zone water upon entrance of the
container water will fall under the force of gravity into the
water zone. This way the amount of water in the container
may easily be replenished.
�[0018] In an embodiment of the device according to
the invention, the water outlet comprises a valve having
an open and a closed position. In the open position su-
perheated water will be let out for generating steam, after
sufficient superheated water has been let out the valve
will be closed. Usually the valve will be controlled by a
controller for controlling the position of the valve in de-
pendence of user input. For instance if the user presses
a steam- �shot trigger the valve is set to the open position
generating a shot of steam. Alternatively the user may
give a steam-�flow trigger that results in a prolonged open-
ing of the valve and thus of a prolonged expelling super-
heated water.
�[0019] If the water outlet is partly above the water sur-
face, steam generated inside the container will escape
together with the superheated water if the valve is in its
open position. If the water outlet is completely below the
water surface, a larger amount of water will be expelled
from the container if the valve is opened. As a result a
larger amount of steam is generated from evaporating
superheated water if the water outlet is complete below
the water surface during use.
�[0020] The container may have a steam outlet opening
located in the steam zone. Such a steam outlet may be
used for letting out steam generated inside the container.
This is a usual configuration in known boilers or steam
generators. This way a regular flow of steam is obtained.
The steam generated from evaporating superheated wa-
ter may be used to give an additional shot of steam on
top of the regular flow of steam.
�[0021] In a preferred embodiment of the device accord-
ing to the invention, the device further comprises a steam
outlet located in the steam zone, the water outlet being
in communication with a first transfer path and the steam
outlet being in communication with a second transfer
path.
�[0022] The water outlet for generating steam form su-
perheated water is connected to the first transfer path,
such as a first hose or a first pipe.
�[0023] An electro valve, further also called first electro
valve, may be situated at the outside of the container at
the location of the water outlet between the water outlet
and the transfer path. Such electro valve is used for con-
trolling the release of superheated water from the con-
tainer.
�[0024] The steam outlet is located in the steam zone
of the container and is arranged for letting out the regular
flow of steam which is present in the container. A second
electro valve may be provided at the steam outlet for
controlling the release of steam from the container. The
steam outlet is connected to the second transfer path,
such as a second hose or a second pipe.

�[0025] This way each transfer path may be used to
provide steam at a different region during use. For in-
stance in combination with an iron having a soleplate,
each transfer path may be used to provide steam at a
different region in the sole plate. This provides flexibility
in the design. For instance steam generated from super-
heated water may, via the first transfer path, be trans-
ferred to a front zone located at the -so called- tip of the
iron. The steam obtained from the steam zone in the con-
tainer may, via the second transfer path, be transferred
to a back zone in the sole plate located closer to the -so
called- heel of the iron.
�[0026] In another embodiment the first and second
transfer path are joined to a mutual transfer path. By join-
ing the first and second transfer path to a mutual steam
transfer path the regular steam and steam generated
from evaporating superheated water outside the contain-
er may be combined to one stream of steam or may be
used alternating. This way operational flexibility of the
device according to the invention is obtained.
�[0027] The domestic appliance according to the inven-
tion comprises the device according to the invention.
�[0028] The steam generated by evaporation of super-
heated water outside the container may be used for in-
stance to iron a piece of garment, to steam curtains, to
steam milk and generate foamed milk, to make coffee
such as espresso or to clean at least a part of a surface
to remove for instance calc or dirt or a combination there-
of.
�[0029] In a practical application the device for supply-
ing superheated water may be part of a boiler ironing
system.
�[0030] The boiler ironing system comprises a steam
iron and the device for supplying superheated water.
�[0031] In an embodiment of the domestic appliance,
the domestic appliance is a garment care system such
as a so-�called boiler ironing system. The boiler ironing
system comprises the device according to the invention
and further comprises an steam iron having a sole plate
opening for letting out steam, the system having a com-
munication unit for transporting an output of superheated
water from the water outlet to the soleplate opening. In
practice the output of superheated water close to the wa-
ter outlet will comprise steam and some water. Further
along the communication unit, more water may evapo-
rate and the ratio steam/ �water may increase.
�[0032] The device for supplying superheated water
comprises the heating element having the power P1 and
the container for containing water. During operation the
heating element heats the water in the container thereby
generating steam. The container is usually provided with
an electro valve through which steam can be transferred
to the iron. The steam iron comprises a sole plate with a
sole plate surface, a steam chamber and a second heat-
ing element having a power P2 for heating the steam
chamber and the sole plate surface. The sole plate has
at least one sole plate opening located in the sole plate
surface for letting out steam to a piece of garment. Usu-
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ally, a hose is provided between the electro valve and
the steam chamber through which hose steam can be
transported to the iron.
�[0033] In practice if the electro valve is triggered, it
opens and the output of super heated water, which may
also be referred to as yield of super heated water, travels
from the container, also referred to as boiler, to the iron.
Finally, steam leaves the iron through the sole plate open-
ings in the sole plate of the iron.
�[0034] The amount of steam available for ironing i.e.
leaving the iron per unit time is called the steam rate. The
steam rate depends on the amount of steam available in
the boiler.
�[0035] The higher the power P1, the higher the steam
rate.
�[0036] The heating element for heating the soleplate
and the steam chamber in the iron needs a certain min-
imum of power: P2�(min) for converting water droplets
into steam and for heating the soleplate. Because the
total power of the system (Ptotal = P1+P2) is limited to
the power available from a power source, particularly a
power/ �wall socket, P1 is limited to a certain maximum
(P1 (max) = Ptotal - P2 �(min)). As a result the amount of
steam available in the boiler is limited to a certain maxi-
mum corresponding to P1.
�[0037] The device according to the inventions increas-
es the amount of steam available while keeping P2 at
least at P2�(min). By applying the device according to the
invention an increased amount of steam is available for
ironing.
�[0038] The device may be used in a domestic appli-
ance or for instance in a steam cleaner.
�[0039] The steam cleaner may be used to clean a sur-
face.
�[0040] The device may be used to clean a surface in
the domestic appliance, such as to remove dirt and / or
calc from at least a part of the surface of inside of the
iron, such as at least a part of the steam chamber and/or
the steam channels.
�[0041] In an embodiment of the domestic appliance,
the domestic appliance is a garment care system further
comprising a steamer having a steamer opening for let-
ting out steam, the system having a communication unit
for transporting an output of superheated water from the
water outlet to the steamer opening.
�[0042] Alternatively the domestic appliance may be an
espresso apparatus or a coffeemaker or the like.
�[0043] The invention further relates to a method for
generating steam using a device for supplying superheat-
ed water, comprising

- a container for containing water,
- a heating element for heating water in the container

to a superheated state, and
- a water outlet for letting out superheated water,

wherein the water outlet comprises a valve having an
open and a closed position, �

the method comprising the steps of:�

providing a water level in the container such that the
water outlet is at least partially below the water level
and
heating water to a superheated state, after that
using the valve in the open position.

�[0044] The method for generating steam according to
the invention may be used for generating for instance a
flow of steam or a shot of steam. The shot of steam may
be generated by applying the above mentioned steps
wherein the valve is used in the open position for a short
period of time, typically in a range of 0.1 - 3 seconds. In
practice the shot of steam may be used to remove wrin-
kles from a heavily wrinkled piece of garment, for instance
during ironing.
�[0045] The method may be executed using the boiler
ironing system or the garment care system according to
the invention.
�[0046] In practice the container, also referred to as boil-
er, is usually used in combination with a water tank, which
is separately arranged from the boiler, and a pump for
pumping water from the water reservoir to the container.
The boiler comprises the heating plate connected to the
heating element. The electro valve is arranged to open
to let steam be released via the steam delivery hose. The
boiler usually further comprises a pressure sensor to
measure the pressure inside the boiler, a water level sen-
sor and a safety valve that opens if the pressure inside
the boiler is too high in relation to a reference value. To
fill the container, water is pumped by a water pump from
the water tank to the boiler. A de-�airing valve may be
present to let air out of the water. The water level sensor
activates the water pump to pump water and thus set the
water level inside the boiler.
�[0047] There are different ways of determining the wa-
ter level inside the boiler, examples are: �

Measure the temperature at a wall of the container,
this may be done electronically or using a bi- �metal
set at a certain temperature, and provide a threshold
temperature at which new water is pumped into the
boiler.
Provide an electrode inside the container from the
top down to just above the bottom, without touching
the bottom. The electrode determines the water level
and gives a signal to a water level controller. The
water level controller compares the signal to a set
value corresponding to the location of the water out-
let. If the water level is lowered to a value close to
the location of the water outlet the boiler is filled with
new water.
Before the valve is opened to generate steam from
superheated water, two conditions have to be ful-
filled: the water level has to be high enough, this
means the water outlet has to be at least partially
below the water level and the water has to be in the
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superheated state. If these two conditions are ful-
filled and the valve connected to the water outlet is
opened, the superheated water will be let out to evap-
orate and thus steam is obtained.
The invention also relates to any possible combina-
tion of features or subject matter as claimed in the
claims.
The invention will now be exemplarily described with
reference to the accompanying drawings. In princi-
ple all aspects can be combined.

BRIEF DESCRIPTON OF DRAWINGS

�[0048]

Figure 1 schematically depicts a first embodiment of
the device according to the invention.
Figure 2 schematically depicts a second embodi-
ment of the device according to the invention.
Figure 3 schematically depicts a third embodiment
of the device according to the invention.
Figure 4 schematically depicts an embodiment of the
domestic appliance according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTON OF DRAWINGS

�[0049] In figure 1 a first embodiment of the device 1
according to the invention is schematically depicted. The
device 1 comprises a container 3 for containing water
having a heating plate 6 comprising a heating element
(5), and a water outlet 7 for letting out superheated water.
An electro valve 9 having an open and a closed position,
is connected to the water outlet 7. The water outlet 7 is
located at the bottom of the container. The container 3
further has a water inlet 11 to facilitate filling the container
with water. The inlet 11 is provided with a pump 13, for
pumping water into the container. The container 3 de-
picted in figure 1 comprises water. The part of the con-
tainer 3 that comprises water is called a water zone 17.
The zone above the water level 16 is referred to as a
steam zone 15. The water outlet 7 is located in the water
zone 17, i.e. it is located at least partially below the water
surface 16.
�[0050] The heating element 5 heats the water in the
container to a superheated state. During heating the elec-
tro valve. 9 is in closed position. After the water reaches
its superheated state, the electro valve 9 may be trig-
gered to its open position and as a result superheated
water will be let out of the container 3 via the water outlet
7. The water will at least partially expand at an evapora-
tion space outside the container 3, a suitable location for
the evaporation space is schematically indicated by nr 4.
�[0051] The evaporation space may for example be an
evaporation chamber or a widened pipe to facilitate evap-
oration of the superheated water.
�[0052] In figure 2 a second embodiment of the device
100 according to the invention is schematically depicted.
The device 100 comprises a container 103 for containing

water having a heating plate 106 comprising a heating
element 105 and a water outlet 107 for letting out super-
heated water. An electro valve 109 having an open and
a closed position, is connected to the water outlet 107.
The container depicted in figure 2 comprises water. The
part of the container that comprises water is called a wa-
ter zone 117. The zone above the water level is referred
to as a steam zone 115. A water transfer path 108, such
as a hose, a pipe or a tube, connects a sidewall opening
102 in the container 103 to water present in the water
zone 117. This way the end of the water transfer path
108 forms the water outlet opening 107.
�[0053] The heating element 105 heats the water in the
container to a superheated state. During heating the con-
tainer is closed, the electro valve 109 is in its closed po-
sition. After the water reaches its superheated state, the
electro valve 109 may be triggered to its open position
and as a result superheated water will be let out of the
container via the water outlet. The water will expand at
an evaporation space outside the container, a suitable
location for the evaporation space is schematically indi-
cated by nr 104. The evaporation space 104 may for ex-
ample be an evaporation chamber, a pipe or a tube. In
this set-�up water leaves the container 103 at the sidewall
opening 102 located in the steam zone 115 of the con-
tainer. The sidewall opening in this embodiment is locat-
ed away from the heating element, which is located at
the bottom. The skilled person may choose alternative
arrangements.
�[0054] The container 103 may comprise a fill opening
for filling and/ or refilling the container with water that
�[0055] In figure 3 the third embodiment of the device
200 according to the invention is schematically depicted.
The device 200 comprises a container 203 for containing
water having a heating element 205 connected to a heat-
ing plate 206, and a water outlet 207 for letting out su-
perheated water. A first electro valve 209 having an open
and a closed position, is connected to the water outlet
207. The container 203 depicted in figure 3 comprises
water. The part of the container that comprises water is
called a water zone 217. The zone above the water level
is referred to as a steam zone 215. The water outlet 207
is located in the water zone 217. The water outlet 207 is
located at the lower half of a side wall of the container
203. The container 203 further has a water inlet 211 to
facilitate filling the container with water. The inlet is pro-
vided with a pump 213. A hose 221 connects the pump
213 to a water tank 223. The water tank may be attached
to a stand comprising the device 200 also referred to as
boiler or steam generator. In many cases, the water tank
223 is removably arranged, so that a user of the device
comprising the water tank is capable of bringing the water
tank to a tap or the like in order to fill the water tank,
without having to move the entire device. The water may
be pumped by the pump 213 via the hose 221 under
command of a pump signal from an electric control device
(not shown).
�[0056] The heating element 205 heats the water in the
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container 203 to a superheated state. The container is
further provided with a steam outlet 227 located in the
steam zone (215). A second electro valve 229 is in com-
munication with the steam outlet 227. The second electro
valve 229 has an open and a closed position for allowing
or preventing, respectively, steam generated inside the
container to leave the container. Typically the pressure
in the container during use is in a range of 2-5 bar.
�[0057] During generation of superheated water the first
and second electro valve (209, 229) are in closed position
while the heating element heats the water. After the water
reaches its superheated state, the first electro valve 209
may be triggered by the user or by a control unit (not
shown) to its open position. As a result superheated water
will be let out of the container 203 via the water outlet
207. The water will expand in an evaporation space 210
outside the container 203 and thus steam is generated
outside the container. The evaporation space 210 in this
embodiment is a pipe. The pipe 210 may have an in-
creased radius to facilitate evaporation of the superheat-
ed water. The pipe 210 also functions as a first transfer
path to transfer the steam generated by the expanded
superheated water to a place of use.
�[0058] The steam generated inside the boiler 203 may
leave the boiler 203 via the steam outlet 227. The steam
outlet 227 is in communication with a second transfer
path 230. In practice the second path 230 may be a tube,
a pipe or a hose that allows for transfer of steam from
the device toward a place where it may used.
�[0059] The first transfer path 210 and the second trans-
fer 230 path are joined via a joining piece 240 to a mutual
transfer path 242. This provides the flexibility of supplying
steam generated inside the container, steam generated
via evaporation of superheated water or a combination
thereof. In case such a device is applied in combination
with an iron steam generated inside the container and
obtained via the steam outlet may be used for regular
steam ironing whereas the steam generated by evapo-
ration of superheated water may be used to give an ad-
ditional shot of steam.
�[0060] By combining the two steam paths into the mu-
tual path no further technical measures have to be taken
from the side of the iron to handle both steam sources.
The iron may simply be connected to the mutual transfer
path to benefit from the invention.
�[0061] Alternatively the mutual path 240 is absent and
both transfer paths 210 and 230 are individually connect-
ed to the iron. This way each transfer path may be used
to provide steam at a different region in the sole plate.
This provides flexibility in the design. For instance steam
generated from superheated water may, via the first
transfer path, be transferred to sole plate openings in a
front zone located at the -so called- tip of the iron. The
steam obtained from the steam zone in the container
may, via the second transfer path, be transferred to sole
plate openings in a back zone in the sole plate located
closer to the -so called- heel of the iron.
�[0062] In figure 4 an embodiment of a domestic appli-

ance according to the invention is schematically depict-
ed. The domestic appliance comprises the device 300
according to the invention and an iron 320. The device
and iron are connected via a communication unit, also
referred to as transfer path, 310 such as a hose or a tube.
�[0063] The iron 320 has a body 322 and a soleplate
324 connected to the body. Usually, the body has the
form of a housing having a handle and accommodating
several components of the iron. The soleplate comprises
a steam chamber 330 having steam outlets 328, which
outlets end up in the sole plate contact surface 326. A
second heating element 332 having a power P2 is
present in the soleplate for heating the steam chamber
and the sole plate surface.
�[0064] The device 300 comprises a container 303 for
containing water having a heating element 305 such as
a heating plate, and a water outlet 307 for letting out
superheated water. An electro valve 309 having an open
and a closed position, is connected to the water outlet
307. The water outlet 307 is located at a side wall in the
vicinity of the bottom of the container 303. The container
303 may further have a water inlet (not shown) to facilitate
filling the container with water. The container depicted in
figure 4 comprises water. The part of the container that
comprises water is called a water zone 317. The zone
above the water level is referred to as a steam zone 315.
The water outlet 307 is located in the water zone 317.
�[0065] The heating element 305 heats the water in the
container to a superheated state. After the water reaches
its superheated state, the first electro valve 309 may be
triggered to its open position and as a result superheated
water will be let out of the container via the water outlet
307. The water will expand at an evaporation space 304
outside the container, a suitable location for the evapo-
ration space is schematically indicated by nr 304. The
steam generated via evaporation of superheated steam
travels through the transfer path 310 to the iron 320. The
transfer path 310 is connected to the steam chamber 330
of the iron 320 via an iron transfer path 312. The steam
reaches the steam outlet opening 328 or openings pro-
vided in the sole plate of the iron via the steam chamber
330. The steam chamber is typically heated by the sec-
ond heating element 332 present in the sole plate 324,
but an auxiliary heating element may instead be provid-
ed. The steam chamber may function as evaporation
space.
�[0066] In practice when the electro valve 309 is trig-
gered, it opens and steam travels from the container 303,
also referred to as boiler, to the iron 320. Finally, the
steam leaves the iron through the sole plate openings
328.
�[0067] While the invention has been illustrated and de-
scribed in detail in the drawings and foregoing descrip-
tion, illustration and description are to be considered il-
lustrative or exemplary and not restrictive. The invention
is not limited to the disclosed embodiments. Variations
to the disclosed embodiments can be understood and
effected by the skilled person in practicing the claimed
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invention, from a study of the drawings, the description
and the claims. The word "comprising" does not exclude
other elements, and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does
not exclude a plurality. Any reference sign in the Claims
should not be construed as limiting the scope.

Claims

1. A device (1, 100, 200, 300) for supplying superheat-
ed water, comprising

- a container (3, 103, 203, 303) for containing
water,
- a heating element (5, 105, 205, 305) for heating
water in the container to a superheated state,
and
- a water outlet (7, 107, 207, 307) for letting out
superheated water.

2. A device according to claim 1, wherein the container
is provided with a water zone (17, 117, 217, 317)
and a steam zone (15, 115, 215, 315), the water
outlet (7, 107, 207, 307) being located in the water
zone.

3. A device according to claim 1, wherein the water
outlet is connected to an evaporation space (210)
for evaporating superheated water.

4. A device according to claim 1, wherein the device
comprises a water inlet (11,211) for letting water into
the container (3, 103, 203, 303), the water inlet being
located in the steam zone (15, 115, 215, 315).

5. A device according to claim 1, wherein the water
outlet comprises a valve (9, 109, 209, 309) having
an open and a closed position.

6. A device according to claim 1, wherein the device
further comprises a steam outlet (227) located in the
steam zone, the water outlet (7, 107, 207, 307) being
in communication with a first transfer path (210, 310)
and the steam outlet being in communication with a
second transfer path (230).

7. A device according to claim 6, wherein the first and
second transfer path are joined to a mutual transfer
path (242).

8. A domestic appliance comprising a device (1, 100,
200, 300) according to any one of the claims 1-7.

9. A domestic appliance according to claim 8, wherein
the domestic appliance is a boiler ironing system fur-
ther comprising an iron (320) having a sole plate
opening (328) for letting out steam, the system hav-
ing a communication unit (310) for transporting an

output of superheated water from the water outlet
(307) to the sole plate opening.

10. A domestic appliance according to claim 9, wherein
the domestic appliance is a garment care system
further comprising a steamer having a steamer open-
ing for letting out steam, the system having a com-
munication unit for transporting an output of super-
heated water from the water outlet to the steamer
opening.

11. A method for generating steam using a device (1,
100, 200, 300) for supplying superheated water,
comprising

- a container (3, 103, 203, 303) for containing
water,
- a heating element (5, 105, 205, 305) for heating
water in the container to a superheated state,
and
- a water outlet (7, 107, 207, 307) for letting out
superheated water
- wherein the water outlet comprises a valve (9,
109, 209, 309) having an open and a closed po-
sition,

the method comprising the steps of
providing a water level in the container such that the
water outlet is at least partially below the water level
and
heating water to a superheated state, after that
using the valve in the open position.
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